
Wherever cash moves
-case™ maxi



Together with leading CIT companies and ergonomics experts, we 
have developed the Q-Case™ Maxi based on several patented tech-
nology solutions. It is today’s most advanced security case made of 
carbon fibre composite, extremely lightweight alloys and high-grade 
polymers, resulting in market-leading load capacity in relation to its 
own weight. We have created a case that takes as little space as  
possible. Its top-loading, ergonomic design provides a very small  
footprint and this lightweight case is designed to minimise user effort. 

Our proprietary electronic key system provides the highest available 
level of security, and the same key system is used for all models. In 
a unique way, Q-Case™ Maxi can protect and transport up to 8 000 
banknotes, or the equivalent in ATM cassettes from most of the market’s 
ATM suppliers.

• Market-leading combination of light weight and high load capacity.
• Superior security through SQS Security Qube System’s patented 
ultra-fast cash staining solution.
• Banknotes can be loaded and unloaded while still in a rack (increases 
ergonomics and speeds up the handling in the cash depot).
• Top loaded compact design and low weight distribution for best 
possible ergonomics and rotary hatch operations.
• Smallest footprint on the market – minimal requirement for floor 
and table space in small rooms/vehicles.

-case™ maxi
Product No. 114170

The sQs Qube
Our symbol inspires total 
security. Like a phalanx from 
ancient times, its four, intact 
sides provide perfect control 
so that no one ever gets in 
without permission. 
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External: Width: 369 Height: 550,6

Height with Handle: 640

Depth: 204

Empty: 9.5

Operating: -26 to +65

2 years

Bulk cash, up to 8 000 unused 
banknotes in a plastic seal bag.
Size of banknote package, 
Height: 400mm 
Width: 305mm 
Depth: 82mm

Product can transport one of the 
following ATM-cassettes
 - Wincor Nixdorf NG* 
 - Wincor Nixdorf V4*
 - Diebold Opteva currency dispense 
cassette**
 - Diebold ix/i currency dispense cassette
 - NCR Currency Cassette
 - Talaris NMD 100
 - Talaris NMD 50

*Requires Cassette lid NGV4 MP, item no. 111575
**Requires minor modifications to cassette lid
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IN GooD comPaNY
Since 2008, SQS Security Qube System has been 
wholly owned by the PSI Group ASA. A leading  
international provider of advanced technological 
solutions for securing cash through our brands 
SQS Security Qube System®, CashGuard™ and 
Vensafe and a major supplier of retail technology  
to the Scandinavian market. SQS Security Qube 
System is part of the PSI Technology division, whose 
goal is to provide intelligent solutions for the CIT, 
bank and retail industries all over the world. 

Wherever  
cash  
moves 
The best way to protect is  
to never let the theft occur.


